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Results 1 - 10 of 2031 Prev 1 2 3 4 5 Next Shane Watson July 7, 2017 Sometimes due to poor performance installed antivirus, you may face various problems. In this case, you need to check the antivirus to see if it works or not. Problems may arise due to not updating the AV for a long time or any other. However, there
are some methods that you can use to test antivirus software. And if you want to do serious testing, then you can check your antivirus on the actual malware. So, today I'll be discussing here a free website that lets you download a sample of the virus on your computer for free to test the antivirus. The website that I will
introduce it calls itself VXvault and you can download the last sample of the virus from it. Not only for antivirus testing, but you can also use this site to do research on various computer viruses. There are tons of sample virus you will find for testing. If you check viruses well, you can use the VXvalult virus database in your
software or application. And don't worry when downloading the virus from this site. The virus is stored under an encrypted archive as a simple file that you can't execute on your computer. Download the Viral Sample on your computer for free? The VXvault website is pretty simple and you can easily download samples of
the virus from it on your computer. It stores a sample of the virus on his server, including various information about the virus. You'll see SHA1 hash, SHA-256 hash, MD5 hash, VirusTotal report, URL, IP, size, name and date. You can see all these attributes of the virus and then you can download it to your computer. To
download the virus, just open the VXvault homepage and then you'll see a list of available viruses out there. You can also search for a specific virus through its MD5 hash. After selecting a specific virus, it will redirect you to a new page. On this new page, you'll see the different properties of the virus that I've mentioned.
To start downloading it on your computer, just click on the download link. The download link is direct, and the download should start at the moment. Here's how you download viruses on your computer using VXvault. And I told you above that it gives an encrypted archive (password protected), so to extract the virus from
the archive you will have to enter the password for this. The archive password is infected. Bottom line: The VXvault website is one of the best websites to download a sample virus on your computer for free to test antivirus. You just have to go through the website to find the last sample of the computer virus that you want
to download. After reading all its characteristics, you can easily download it to your computer. A sample of the computer virus comes in a password-protected archive, so it won't hurt your computer. Other VXvault sites to download a sample of the Tuts4You, VX Heaven and VirusShare virus. Also, look at: I'm in full......
Last download date: 10/16/2020 at 08:56:51 PMA PMA With a series of innocuous fake viruses programmed into Batch for Windows.This package contains these fake viruses: Anticlick windows : a virus that displays many windows that close immediately, preventing normal computer use; Endless Windows: Window
mapping virus indefinitely, before a computer glitch; Matrix : a virus that displays indefinitely a river of random numbers, it can be closed without problems; Reboot: A virus that reboots your computer over time; Turning it off: a virus that disables your computer after a certain amount of time; Endless beep: The virus makes
the computer beep indefinitely - work only for Windows versions before Vista ; Mega Flash : The virus makes the screen flash endlessly; BSOD: a virus that displays a fake Windows BSOD screen; Virus Alert: Virus displaying fake virus alerts is impossible to close; Mega Flash Color : The virus makes the screen flash
endlessly with colors; Endless Windows and Matrix : a mixture between the virus Infinite Windows and the Matrix. These viruses can be performed with the Launcher Virus program included in this package. 240 369 IKARUS IKARUS2020-10-08 09:01:242020-10-08 20:38:29Sber insurance ideas: Often simple
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and OT Systems Results 1 - 10 of 1139 Prev 1 2 3 4 5 Next It's really the ULTIMATE FAKE VIRUS using a notebook in Windows computer. It took me LITERALLY forever to do and I hope you find ways to prank friends, teachers, you name it! This fake virus acts as it installs a video game and then feels the virus and
tries to remove it. After a failed attempt, he says that your data is in danger and he deletes the files SYSTEM32. Then someone gets control of your computer and hacks your computer. Then he says you've been trolled. I'm working hard to make it so that it will turn off the computer for those really pesky friends and
teachers. The whole team is off not in this, so I'll do another one for that. Just like that! Well, the first thing you need to do is copy and paste this line of coding into your notepad. @echo (It's between the hashtags) We randomly chose and you won! ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;zero what did I win? You may ask ... ping n- 2
127.0.0.1'gt;nulecho Well, you won free Call of Duty download!ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;nulecho would you like to download now?! Echo Type Yes or Noset input'set/p input, if % input % Yes goto 1if %input % No goto 2 For each line of COMAND (not every line of text @echo) #Explanations This starts the disconnected file
.bat. (name Free Call of Duty! - Change this to whatever you want (part of the Free Call of Duty!) and it will call the status bar (which program you currently inch Color B- It makes the color font bright aqua/blue. - It makes the file say it. echo - it's a command for the file .bat talk or write. Goto 1if %input% No goto 2 - It is
extremely important for your fake virus to work. This allows you to make a few selection questions with interactive answers. Copy and paste if % input % (independently) goto (independently) for many options is required. Color terms: 1Blue 2 Green 3Aqua 4'Red5Purple 6'Yellow 7'White 8'Gray 9'Light Blue A'Lime Green
B'Bright Aqua (Cyan)C'Bright Red D'Bright Purple E'Bright Yellow F'Bright WhiteColors 9-F - all neon colors. This is the part where we start fake download games and fake virus detection. Copy and paste this REALLY below Step 1 in coding. The question: 1Clscolor Aecho Thank you for downloading.ping n- 2
127.0.0.0.1 qgt;nulecho Download ... 1% ping n- 2 127.0.0.0.1-nulping n- 2 127.0.0.1-tgt;nulping n-2 127.0.0.0.0.0.1 8%ping n- 2 127.0.0.0.1&gt;nulping n- 2 127.0.0.1&gt;nulping n- 2 127.0.0.1&gt;nulecho Downloading... 14% ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;nulecho Download... 16% ping n- 2 127.0.0.0.0.1-nulping n- 2 127.0.1nulping n- 2 1 27.0.0.1'gt;nulecho Error.exe.ping n- 2 127.0.0'gt'gt;nulecho Download has been paused.pauseecho Virus has been detected. Do you want to remove it?Echo Type 1 to remove the input set /p input if % input % 1 goto 4 in the section is no different from section #This 1, so no definitions are required. But I'll
explain what's going on here. It starts with that Thanks for downloading. and the fake downloads start. He then fake pauses a fake download and says the virus has been detected. All this is written in green lime font. That's the part if you say no to step one. Copy and paste below the step 2 coding line. The question is:
2Clsecho Are you sure you don't want to download a free game?echo Type 2 for Yes or Type 3 for Noset input set/p input if % input % 2 goto 1if% 3 goto 3 If you're sure you don't want to download, you can download #Asks This step if you say you don't want to download the game twice. Copy and paste below the
coding step three. We don't let you throw away the Perfectecho video game, which is FREE. The move comes after you download the free game. Copy and paste the Step 4 coding line. 1% ping n- 2 127.0.0'gt;nulping n- 2 127.0.0.1 qgt;nulping n- 2 Removing the virus... 37%echo Removal of the virus... 43% ping n- 2
127.0.0.0.0.1'gt;nulecho Error.exeping n- 2 127.0.1'gt;nulecho Failure to remove virus.echo! Attention! Echo your data is at risk! ping n- 2 127.0.0.1-nulping n- 2 127.0.0.1-nulping n- 2 127.0.1 n- 2 127.0.0.1'nulping n- 2 127.0 .0.1'gt;nulClse #This cho Cleared. This is also where the virus starts deleting SYSTEM32 files.
That's somewhere SYSTEM32 files magically start rebuilding. Then the hacker starts talking. #Clscolor Copy and paste below Step 5 coding. 0.0.1'gt;nulecho SYSTEM32 files are restored.pauseecho Error.exeecho SYSTEM32 files are broken.ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;nulecho ! .4faping n- 2 127.0.0.1 qgt;nclulscolor
Aechohehehe... ping n- 2 127.0.0.0.1'nulping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt'nulecho I'm in control now ... ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'nulecho I have system32 files now... ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;nulecho In case you don't know ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;nulecho SYSTEM32 files that run your computer.ping n- 2 127.0.0.0.1'gt;nulecho you'll be happy,
you'll be happy that it's under my control #This. #Clscolor Copy and paste below the Sixth Step coding. PRPIng n- 2 127.0.0.1'nulecho Hack.exe Successful.ping n- 2 127.0.0'0'nulping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;nulClscolor Acho Hey... Is it me again.ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'nulecho Are you scared yet? Not sure what to do?ping n- 2
127.0.0.0.1'nulping n- 2 127.0.0.1'nulecho Because... ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'nul The last step in creating a fake virus is the last step #This in creating a fake virus. That's where you say they've been trolled. Change whatever you want, I recommend it because I did it to troll my friend. !!! #Clscolor Copy and paste below the
Seventh Step coding line. ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'nulecho I TOTALLY GOT YOU!!! ping n- 2 127.0.0.0.1'gt;nulecho All I did was PUT SOME CODING IN THE WORLD AND MAKE IT LOOK LIKE YOU GOT HACKED!ping n- 2 127.0.1'gt;nulecho Oh, I'm just DYING here right now!ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'nulecho do you cry?ping
n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;nulecho Because!!! I.ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;nulecho lolOLOLOOLOOLOOLOOLOOLOOLOOLOOLOOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLLLLLLLLLLLLllllll!!!!! ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'nulecho #TROLLS for days!!! ping n- 2 127.0.0.1 It was fun.ping n- 2 127.0.0.0.0.1'nulecho I want you to know that nothing happened.
made this package file say things to make it look like you got hacked.ping n- 2 127.0.0.0.1 qgt;nulping n- 2 127.0.0.1 qgt;nulecho You don't find it just a little funny?ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'nulecho yes, it took me a while to make.ping n- 2 127.0.1'gt;nulecho It was fun doing this. It really was.ping n- 2 127.0.1'nulecho I hope to
see you around for a while... ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt'nulecho And if I do, I really like to teach you coding and such.echo How I did this fake virus delio.echo I did it in a notebook, if it helps your case.ping n- 2 127.0.0.1-nulping n- 2 127.0.1 qgt;zero n- 2 127.0.0. 1'gt;n zeroping n- 2 127.0.0.0.0 1'gt;nulecho Later!ping n- 2
127.0.1'nulecho Click any button, to get out after you've done reading.ping n- 2 127.0.0.1'gt;nulpauseexit I'm #Congratulations! You have successfully created a fake virus! (I hope) Remember: I'm working on one where it shuts down the computer. Have fun with a newly created fake virus! Virus!
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